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That’s incredible ! You scientists are the only category that pays for writing an article
instead of being paid (my dad, some years ago) 

The above paradox is still more emphasized by Open Access,
The writers continue to pay, the readers not.

Scientific papers have the same
status of advertising.



If scientific literature can be equated to advertising,
the second question is: 

What are the goods do scientists advertise ?



The declining trend of new drugs



And what about pure knowledge ?

Come and have a look to the fabric
where it is built….



E (X) = Σ (X(i))/N )

Std. Dev. (X) = √ Σ (X(i)) – E(X))2 / N



Going from descriptive to inferential statistics we shift our interest from the Natural
Variability (i.e. how much an individual differs from its population mean) to our
approximation in knowing the ‘real value of the population mean’.  

This is a completely different problem, by the way the population mean could have no
meaning at all. 

In any case, while natural variability (SD) is a measure having a characteristic scale,
our approximation on the population mean can be made as little as we want by increasing
our sampling. 



ES = Std.Dev. / √ N (3)



The magic formula

-1.96*ES < (M1 – M2) < 1.96*ES

=
?

ES = Std.Dev. / √ N
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Philander Colutius [1611] 
Theatrum naturae, 

Jean Bodin [1597] Universae naturae theatrum, 





Scientists are becoming more and more a closed clique
having only endogamic relations, this is extremely
dangerous for the progress of their work.  

Music has already experienced this kind of effect, 
Mozart was listened by the average man of his times,
only other dodecaphonic composers can listen to
dodecaphonic music. 



A person of average culture must understand the real thing
not the divulgative version of science.

This is a crucial point in these times





Open Access constitutes a first step in letting some air to
flow into the closed world of scientists: even people outside
the research centers can in principle read first-hand science

The second step must be done by scientists forcing
themselves to be simple by describing only the 
relevant portion of their work

This second step is surely possible. 
I had personally this experience.
Multidimensional statistics is the main
tool for this goal to be achieved



Even if you cannot play basket as
Michael Jordan plays, 
you can understand he is a champion

The same can be done with science
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